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The Resistance of Protoplasts to CM
The reversibility of protoplasts with or without CM was compared with each other , taking the reversal in the absence of CM as 100 % . One of the typical results is.s shown in Fig. 2 . As a control the resistance to CM of B054 wild strain , either in the Fig. 2 . The alteration of sensitivity to CM depending on the cell conditions for E. colt wild and CMR strains.
The survival percentage was expressed taking the number of colonies in the absence of CM as 100%. The number of colonies reversed from the protoplast was caluculated by the equation given in Table 1 . Details are given in the text. even after another trial of glycine treatment . Ten colonies randomly selected from this population were treated individually by glycine and tested likewise for the resistance to CM by the reversibility from the protoplast to the rod . The resistance expressed by the reversibility percentage showed a fluctuation between 87 % to 110 % in the presence of 300 ag/cc of CM. The arithmetic mean of this value was 93 % .
The Sensitivity to Other Drugs
As reported in the previous paper (Okamoto , 1959a) , the B054 CMR strain showed a cross resistance to Pn, EM and AM . Attempts were made to test the reversibility of the protoplast in the presence of these drugs . The same technique was applied to these drugs for the estimation of LD50 . 
